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Abstract— Roads and vehicles contribute an important part in 

the urbanization and society. Very high resolution satellite 

image and aerial photograph allow the automated traffic 

pattern analysis in an area at a given time at a given point. To 

track the vehicles in satellite image, an algorithm for faster 

output and better efficiency can be developed. There are 

algorithms already available for tracking roads and vehicles 

separately like Median filter, Color-box segmentation and 

Morphological processing algorithms for roads tracking, 

Bayesian Background Transformation, Gradient vectors, Blob 

extraction, Vision based algorithms for vehicles tracking. Many 

research have been done on aerial images, videos for motion 

detection of vehicles for traffic monitoring. A few research have 

been done on high resolution satellite images for traffic 

monitoring, traffic pattern analysis. The aim of this paper is to 

track the vehicles in high resolution satellite image and aerial 

photograph at a given time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

To track vehicles in high resolution satellite image and 

aerial photograph, a new algorithm can be developed for 

efficient traffic analysis. This will reduce the time in tracking 

vehicles which are on roads. By tracking vehicles which are 

on roads many long-term objectives in urbanization can be 

achieved. The focus of this paper is to develop a new 

algorithm for offline traffic pattern analysis which will be 

based on mainly three algorithms which are Median filter 

algorithm, Blob extraction algorithm and Vision based 

algorithm. Counting of vehicles can be used for traffic pattern 

analysis by identifying congestion points. It can be used for 

road-network maintenance in urbanization. 

Median Filter algorithm: The algorithm removes noise from 

the image. It gives a filtered image and preserves edges in the 

image. This enhances the image and removes the unwanted 

pixels from the image. 

Color Segmentation algorithm: Color segmentation segments 

the image based upon various color regions in the image. The 

objective of color segmentation is to extract meaningful 

output from the input to process the image effectively. 

Blob extraction algorithm: Blob extraction algorithm extracts 

the blob from the images like vehicles from the image. This 

works on the principle of connected component analysis. The 

extracted blobs gives the vehicles from the images. 

Vision based algorithm: Vision based algorithm detect the 

vehicles from the images and helps in forming bounding box 

around vehicles which counts the no. of vehicles. 
 

II. STUDY AREA AND MATERIALS USED 

 

Materials required: MATLAB 7.12.0, Paint software and 

ArcGIS software are being required to process the aerial 

photographs and high resolution satellite images. 

Study Area: Aerial photographs of Phoenix city, Arizona (30 

cm resolution) and  high resolution satellite image of Berlin, 

Germany (0.5 m resolution) has been taken as study area in 

which roads with vehicles are present. Other features like 

parking plots, settlements, vegetation etc. are present in the 

images. 

 

 
Fig 1. Aerial photograph 1, Phoenix city (Arizona)  

(30 cm resolution) 

 

 
Fig 2. Aerial photograph 2, Phoenix city (Arizona), 

(30 cm resolution) 
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Fig 3. High resolution satellite image, Berlin city (Germany), 

(0.5 m resolution) 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

 
Fig 4. Methodology for algorithm development 

IV. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig 5. Output of road extraction using median filter on aerial 

photograph, Phoenix city, Arizona. 

 

 
Fig 6. Output of color segmentation for roads extraction on aerial 

photograph, Phoenix city, Arizona. 

 

 
Fig 7. Output of vehicle extraction using blob extraction on aerial 

photograph 2 of Phoenix city, Arizona. 

 

 
Fig 8. Output of color segmentation for roads extraction on aerial 

photograph 2, Phoenix city, Arizona. 
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Fig 9. Output of road extraction using median filter on satellite image of 

Berlin, Germany. 

 

 
 

Fig 10. Output of color segmentation for roads extraction on aerial 

photograph 2, Phoenix city, Arizona. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Roads are being identified in the satellite image and aerial 

photographs, vehicles are being detected using blob 

extraction algorithm. Bounding box needs to be plotted 

around vehicles to count them. Algorithm can be improved 

by improving the color segmentation to detect roads part only 

or gradient vectors can be applied for extracting the roads by 

finding the projection map and lat-long of the area. 
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Fig 10. Output of color segmentation for roads 

 

extraction on 

aerial photograph 2, Phoenix city, Arizona.
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